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NEW QUESTION: 1
Fill in the blanks to complete the Bash script in which each file in a directory is renamed to Its
SHA256 hash?
Answer:
Explanation:
Is , $TARGET_DIR , mv
Explanation
Check below the answer exact.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the hints about defining governance scope?
A. You can use the customizing activity Import BC Set to Reset Governance Scope to set the

governance scope to the EPH6 model which contains only identifying and descriptive data.
B. None of the above.
C. By deactivating or reactivating an entity, relationship, or attribute, you do not change any
dictionary or database object; you change only the ability of MDG to edit the chosen object.
D. When you take a field out of governance scope, it becomes read-only on the MDG UI and you
may wish to remove it.
E. Governance scope determines the fields from the data model that can be edited by the MDG
application.
Answer: A,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Consider that local disk files are accessible via MySQL with commands such as:
mysql> LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE '/etc/passwd' INTO TABLE mypasswords;
What change could be made to stop any breach via this insecurity?
A. executing REVOKE FILE FROM *.*
B. setting the --open-files-limit=0 option when starting mysqld
C. executing REVOKE LOAD FROM *.*
D. setting the --local-service=0 option when starting mysqld
E. setting the --local-infile=0 option when starting mysqld
F. executing REVOKE FILE ON *.* FROM ' ' @'%'
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following can be used as a covert channel?
A. Storage and permissions.
B. Storage and low bits.
C. Storage and timing.
D. Storage and classification.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Those are the proper elements, you can use these two to achieve a covert channel. Low bits is
not a term related to covert channels. Permissions are related to authentication, they do not
achieve what the question wants. Also, classification is could not selected as a correct choice.
Check your official CISSP documentation to see what can be used as a covert channel.
"An active variation on eavesdropping is called Covert Channel eavesdropping, which consists
of using a hidden unauthorized network connection to communicate unauthorized
information. A Covert Storage Channel operates by writing information to storage by one
process and then reading by using another process from a different security level. A Covert
Timing Channel signals information to another process by modulating its own resource use to
affect the response time of another." Pg. 101 Krutz: The CISSP Prep Guide: Gold Edition
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